Indoor Discus Meet Info

January 19th & January 26th

GVSU Kelly Family Sports Center

Entry Fee = $10.00

Registration will begin for the meet at 3:00. This process will be done the same as the MITS meets hosted at GVSU. We will begin warmups for the first events at around 3:45 and begin around 4:00pm or ASAP.

Girls followed by Boys. If we have a small number of competitors we will compete the boys and girls together at the same time in one flight.

Any outdoor discus is fine for competition. We will certify implements onsite, so any type of legal discus is acceptable to use for the competition. NO DISCS WILL BE PROVIDED.

Any and all questions should be directed to Matt Conly through email at conlym@gvsu.edu

As will all the MITS meets at GVSU, the Minors on Campus Form and Waiver must be completed to participate. This can be located at the link below to be filled out prior to arrival. A link to the waiver is also located on the MITS Calendar.

https://gvsulakers.com/sports/2014/10/21/Track_1021142124.aspx